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parities of ECC are used [9] in order to further expand the
methods of digital signature.
During the writing of this paper, Qibin Sun published
his method for tamper localization using a digital signature
[5]. This is second method that allows tamper localization
in a digital signature scheme.
The proposed image authentication method can be
easily integrated into PKI infrastructure [7]. Generated
signature can be signed by authorized persons and
published in the Internet. This allows interested parties to
authenticate image in question and to locate tampered parts
using trusted signature from the identified author of the
image.

Introduction
Images in digital representation are widely used in our
normal life nowadays. With rapid growth of computer
processing power, the demand for authentication methods
of digital image data increases. All methods used for the
image verification can be classified in (a) watermark based
and (b) digital signature based [1, 2]. In this paper we will
present digital signature based method for image
authentication and tamper localization establishment.
As in watermarking – digital signatures may be fragile
or robust, sensitive to some modifications and insensitive
to others. Terms “digital signature” and “watermark”
sometimes are used interchangeable, methods when digital
signature is extracted from the image and embedded as a
watermark erase the difference between digital signature
and watermarking methods [2].
Digital signature methods have taken few research
directions – message authentication code (MAC, AMAC,
AIMAC) [3], visual hash [4], robust hash [5] and digital
signature itself [6]. But all these methods follow the same
path – feature extraction and subsequent use of the feature
for later authentication – with variations in features chosen,
processing and extraction mechanisms.
First methods for digital signature were based on
cryptographic digital signature functions [7]. But when the
requirement to authenticate content rather than file became
evident, the term digital signature has evolved and
changed its meaning in multimedia authentication domain
[8]. Robust features, extracted from the image, became
basis of the new digital signature. Wavelet based hashing
in [1] uses the idea that the inter-scale relationship is
difficult to be destroyed by content preserving
manipulations and hard to be preserved by content
changing manipulations. Expanded traditional hash
techniques by iterating over the message (e.g., an image)
several times [3]. Soft-hashing was first proposed in [7],
ability to estimate the limited number and location of the
errors was presented in [3].
Some researches integrate the aforementioned
methods with additional mechanisms like error correction
codes (ECC). In some cases ECC is applied for the initial
data, extracted features, digital signature itself or only

Proposed method
In our scheme we chose an approach based on
convolutional codes where each m-bit information symbol
to be encoded is transformed into an n-bit symbol. m/n is
the code rate (n ≥ m) and the transformation is a function
of the last k information symbols, where k is the constraint
length of the code. Block codes of length n and rank k are
defined in a linear subspace C with dimension k of the
vector space Fqn where Fq is the finite field with q
elements.
Block codes can be defined as a fixed length channel
code - a block code takes a k-digit information word, and
transforms this into an n-digit codeword. Let T = {t1, …,
tq} (q > 1) be the channel alphabet. Code of length n is qary non-empty subset C  T n .
We propose a new method that allows us to determine
image authentication in semi-fragile way and to identify
tampered pixels. For this two separate mechanisms are
used. Respectively digital signature is composed of two
parts – part A (authentication) and part TL (tamper
localization). This composition disables oracle attack [10].
Digital signature part A is designed to achieve two
objectives. First, it addresses the problem with digital
signature based image authentication – it provides
computationally efficient way to establish correct imagesignature pair. For high-load applications (authentication
centers) possibility to use clustering based approach is
open. Second, it allows determining image authentication
in semi-fragile way. It is insensitive to image content
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preserving modifications and sensitive to operations that
modify the image in a major way. Furthermore, design of
the authentication mechanism integrates a backup option –
human interaction.
We use DWT decomposition to generate low value
version of the image for authentication purposes:
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correlation of subsets VH(:) and VV(:), without the
expensive search of nearest word within the Hamming
distance from x`.
From the defined logic follows that any x` from V`X(:)
can acquire one of three possible states:
1) trusted := error_count(V`X) == 0;
2) uncertain := error_count(V`X) > 2;
3) damaged := error_count(V`X) < 3.
These states are correlated from the definition in
generation process. Combining these states, the third, final
state can be generated. Table 1 summarizes the logic of
this layer:

(1)

(2)

Table 1. Logic of the states

In the algorithm DWT functions as a semi-fragile one
way function, i.e. it is mathematically impossible to restore
high value version of the image from the signature. The
size of 3rd decomposition level is 1% of initial size of the
image, time to calculate DWT is O(n). Part A is semifragile in this case, because 3rd (or higher) decomposition
level is not influenced by minor modifications arising, for
example, from file format changes.
Digital signature part TL extends basic ideas of ECC.
Traditionally the image was restored by ECC and
difference map between the image in question and restored
image was generated. This difference map is adequate to
tampering map. The disadvantage of this approach is that
ECC is block-based (by definition) and there does exist a
threshold of modifications that ECC scheme is capable to
withstand. In case this threshold is violated, the restoration
procedure of the block fails and location of tampered
pixels cannot be determined. We constructed a new
algorithm that does not need to restore the image in order
to identify tampered pixels. The efficiency of the method is
achieved integrating ECC with 2D image structure and this
integration allows refining tamper localization for up to
one pixel even if ECC by itself is not capable to restore the
block. Furthermore, ECC ability to restore tampered pixels
is not required for functionality of the algorithm; all that
matters is ECC ability to identify tampered blocks.
In order to generate digital signature TL part, original
image is down sampled to 4 MSB bits. This step increases
robustness against minor changes, against contentpreserving modifications and decreases the amount of data
to be processed by the ECC by 50%. The downsampled
image data is interleaved and forwarded to ECC process as
initial data field Fq.
Further, Fq is partitioned into subsets VH(:) and VV(:).
For a vector in each subset corresponding PCBs are
calculated. The polynomial form of generator polynomial
for the Reed-Solomon code we use is:
g(x) = Gn-k-1xn-k-1 + Gn-k-2xn-k-2 + … + G1x +G0

State 1 (V`H)
Trusted
Trusted
Trusted
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Damaged
Damaged
Damaged

State 2 (V`V)
Trusted
Uncertain
Damaged
Trusted
Uncertain
Damaged
Trusted
Uncertain
Damaged

Final state
Trusted
Trusted
Trusted
Uncertain
Damaged
Damaged
Damaged

However, ECC ability to restore tampered pixels gave
rise to another interesting effect – we named it iterative
restore process. The process is based on the fact that after
the first ECC pass, the values of restored pixels can be
used for the second pass, thus increasing the total amount
of identified and corrected pixels.
This logic can be extended further to the process we
shall call iterative restore process. Let us analyze the
following situation, where state V`H of the pixel is
“trusted” and state V`V is “uncertain”. Final state in this
case is “trusted”. The following situation means that the
amount of modifications in vector V`V exceeded the error
correction capability of ECC . This means that part of the
vector is damaged and part is trusted, but ECC has not
enough information to locate these parts.
Two layers of interactive logic are possible now. First
of all, we can check the pixel value in VH and in VV. If
values are different, pixel in VX (where VX :=
uncertain(VV,VH)) is set to correct value and ECC process
in run again for vector VX. If, for example, the vector VX
had three damaged pixels (beyond ECC capability), now it
has two and ECC can correct these errors. These two
corrected pixels can be used again in iterative processes to
identify, locate and correct other damaged pixels.
Second logic layer is used in case pixel values in VH
and VV are identical – they both are correct. In this case
pixel in vectors VH/VV is marked as “trusted” and ECC can
take this additional data, this side information into account
performing error localization and correction.

(3)

where parameters n and k based on numerical experiments
were chosen to be equal to (17,13). We use the same
polynomial over the intersecting subsets of Fq – additional
algebraic relation is enforced a priori at encoder level in
order to correlate subsets VH(:) and VV(:). We exploit this
correlation to increase tamper localization up to one pixel.
Tamper localization procedure is based on the
following logic: let x  Fq. Tampered x` may be recognized
by identifying discrepancies in PCBs and exploiting the

Algorithm. Digital signature generation
Proposed digital signature generation process involves
the following steps:
1. Original image I is provided by the user. If secret
behavior is required, secret key K has to be provided by
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the user as well. If public behavior is expected, K is
initialized to a known constant value.
2. Low value image IL is generated from I using
DWT as a semi-fragile one-way function.
3. Down sampled image Id is generated from I. The
Id is interleaved, according to a pseudo-random number
generator, initialized by K.
4. Id is partitioned into subset VH.
5. Id is partitioned into subset VV. Partitioning order
has to be different from partitioning of VH.
6. For each vector in VH/VV, ECC parities are
calculated.
7. IL and PCBH/PCBV are combined into a digital
signature.

localization can be run without determining image
authentication.
The efficiency of authentication establishment
depends on the efficiency of wavelet decomposition
process – O(n).
Tamper localization procedure
For tamper localization additional steps are performed:
1. Down sampled image Id is generated from I. The
Id is interleaved, according to a pseudo-random number
generator, initialized by K.
2. Id is partitioned into subsets VH/VV.
3. Each vector in VH/VV is checked for tampering,
additional logic is applied.
4. If I` was tampered, damage map and restored
image IR are generated.

The size of the signature is mainly affected by tamper
localization part – as the size of part A is approximately
1% of initial image size. Based on numerical experiments
with the defined n, k parameters, the size of the PCBs is
approximately 30% of original image.
The generated signature can be incorporated in PKI
infrastructure and forwarded to 3rd party authentication
center for secure storage. In case of any questions the
center would confirm the author and the date the signature
was received/the image was created. As it is impossible to
regenerate original high value image from the signature,
possible leakage of the signature from authentication
center would present no commercial threat for the author.

Numerical experiments
Numerical experiments were performed with standard
images, we present results for the Lena image. The image
was affected by local attack – “LNK” and “LITHUANIA”
added as a copyright signs. As we see, the method we
propose performs successfully. The second attack was
extension to the first attack – previously attacked image
was additionally blurred (global attack). As we see, the
first iteration is not enough to restore the image, and this
gives as an opportunity to use second iteration. Analysis of
the results is provided in table 2.

Authentication establishment procedure
Image authentication process involves the following
steps:
1. Suspected image I` is provided by the user. If
secret key K was used, it should be provided too.
2. Digital signature S may be provided by the user.
Alternatively, digital signature S may be found in the
database of digital signatures (in case of authentication
center).
3. Low value image I`L is generated from I`. Trust
level of image-signature pair is established.
4. If I` was tampered, tamper localization procedure
is executed and damage map is generated.

Experiment #1.
“LITHUANIA”).

Fig. 1. Attacked Lena

In order to check image authentication, a digital
signature should be provided. If authentication center
participates in the process, corresponding digital signature
has to be found. In both cases low value image I`L is
generated at first. Then it is used to find corresponding
digital signature and to establish trust level of imagesignature pair. In worst case even integration of human
opinion is possible, as both I`L and IL represent adequate
human understandable images.
When sufficient trust level between image in question
and digital signature has been established, it is possible to
run complete tamper localization process. We would like
to notice that correct image authentication is not a
requirement for tamper localization part, i.e. image
authentication helps to locate corresponding digital
signature efficiently, to prevent oracle attack, to determine
authentication of the image but if required tamper

Attacked

Lena

(“LNK”

and

Fig. 2. Damage map

Fig. 3. Restored image. PSNR=50

Experiment #2. Attacked Lena from Experiment #1
was additionally blurred.
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Table 2. Results from iterative process

H vectors, detected as
trusted
H vectors, detected as
recovered
H vectors, detected as
damaged
Amount of damaged pixels
Amount of lost pixels
Max amount of damaged px
in one vector
Avg amount of damaged px
in one vector

Fig. 4. Final damage map.

After
iteration #1

After
iteration
#2

476

3’014

2’778

1’293

1’866

813

16’400
9’881

5’153
2’557

9

8

1.52

0.72

authenticate image in question – simple but effective
design is capable to withstand algorithmic attacks like
oracle attack. Innovative 2D analysis, that mimics 2D
image structure, allows identifying tampered regions with
resolution up to one pixel, using block-based scheme.
Extension of ECC principles gave rise to iterative restore
procedures, thus enabling restoration of damaged image
after image processing operations from the digital
signature.
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Fig. 5. Restored image after #2
iteration

The white pixels in Fig.5 is the result of mistakes in
Reed-Solomon error detection codec. The rate of the
mistakes is about 1%.
The black pixels are still lost in the current iteration.
They may be restored in following iterations.
Conclusions
In this paper advanced semi-fragile digital signature
method is presented. Proposed approach enabled us to
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